This study examines the effects of prosody on the acoustic cues of stop consonants, based on speech from the Boston University Radio News corpus. An investigation of VOT, f 0 , closure duration, burst amplitude and spectral characteristics provide evidence for a primary effect of accent (a level of phrasal prominence) on these measures as cues to stop voicing and/or place of articulation. There are robust, significant effects of accent on the acoustic cues for both voicing and place of articulation, exhibiting a general pattern of prosodic strengthening. However, the accent effect on voicing cues results in the enhancement of the phonological voice contrast, whereas the effect on acoustic cues to place of articulation does not similarly enhance the place contrast. Comparison of Z 2 values shows that accent effects are strongest on those measures that are weak cues to the phonological contrast, and weakest on the measures that are strong cues. While there are no observed strengthening effects of phrasal position on voicing cues for /t/ and /d/, acoustic variability is reduced in phraseinitial position. r
Introduction
Through the modulation of f 0 , intensity, and duration, a speaker conveys information about the grouping of words into phrases, the information status of words and phrases, and about the speaker's intentions and emotions related to the utterance and the discourse situation. Though some of these acoustic dimensions, notably f 0 and duration, may also be used to signal lexical contrasts in a language, their role in marking the structural and pragmatic content of an utterance is distinct and defines the prosody of a language. An interesting finding from recent work is that the suprasegmental features encoded in f 0 , intensity and duration are not the only manifestations of prosody. Prosodic phrasing and accentuation also condition the way in which the speech sounds in the word are implemented in articulation, thus giving rise to prosodically conditioned acoustic variation.
in spectral measures of the ratio of the first and second harmonics. Choi (2003) reports increased VOT and f 0 values under accent for the stops /p,b/, with the greatest effect on voiceless /p/. There is also evidence of the effect of accent on spectral measures, as reported by Wouters and Macon (2002) , with accent-induced increases in the spectral rate of change in the transitions between vowels and adjacent liquids and glides. Regarding acoustic effects of prosody on vowel quality, Erickson (2002) reports effects of emphasis (corresponding to pitch-accent) on F1 and F2 measures, with an increased distinction between non-low, front vowels and low vowels under accent. Cho (2005) shows evidence of vowel strengthening under both accent and boundary conditions, based on F1 and F2 measures from the vowels /a, i/. Further acoustic evidence of strengthening in initial position of a prosodic domain is found in increased consonant duration (Fougeron & Keating, 1997) , and in the increased likelihood of glottalization for vowels that are initial in higher prosodic domains compared with vowels that are initial in domains lower in the prosodic hierarchy (Dilley, ShattuckHufnagel, & Ostendorf, 1996) . Keating (1984) finds evidence of increased VOT for voiced and voiceless stops in domain-initial position (words in citation form), though we note that Choi (2003) fails to find consistent evidence of strengthening in domain-initial position (IP) on VOT or f 0 values for /p,b/. Acoustic evidence of domain-final lengthening is found in Wightman, Shattuck-Hufnagel, Ostendorf, and Price (1992) for all segments in the domain-final syllable rime, and in Edwards et al. (1991) for the vowel of the domain-final syllable.
In addition to the studies mentioned above on prosodic effects on English, similar studies investigate prosodic effects in other languages, e.g., Korean (Cho & Jun, 2000; Cho & Keating, 2001; Jun, 1993) , French (Fougeron, 2001; Keating, Cho, Fougeron, & Hsu, 2004; Tabain, 2003) , Tamil (Byrd, Kaun, & Narayanan, 1996) , Dutch (Cho & McQueen, 2005) , and Taiwanese (Hsu & Jun, 1998; Keating et al., 2004) . Although the details differ somewhat between languages, the findings are generally consistent with the prosodic strengthening and lengthening effects observed in English.
With one exception, the studies cited above are based on data from ''lab speech'': highly controlled speech that is selected by the experimenter for the purpose of the investigation, and read by the speaker in a laboratory setting. The exception is the Dilley et al. (1996) study, which is based on the same corpus of radio news speech that is used in the present study. We also note here the study by Greenberg, Chang, and Hitchcock (2001) that finds a lengthening effect of sentential stress on vowel duration in the Switchboard corpus of conversational telephone speech. Related work on English by Umeda (1977) and Crystal and House (1988b) examines the effect of lexical stress on the duration of speech sounds based on short readings of an essay or story prepared by the experimenter. This material provides more of a communicative context than is typical for lab speech, but differs from Radio News speech in the experience level of the speaker(s) in reading scripted speech, and in the presence of a genuine communication task. Note that neither of those studies look at prosodic features involving phrase-level stress or accent, or prosodic domains. In addition to these works on English, there is also the study by Duez (1992) on French, notable for its use of spontaneous speech data, that looks at the effect of sentential prominence on locus equation measures of CV coarticulation.
The strengthening effect conditioned by prosody sometimes results in an enhancement of the phonological contrast between two or more sounds that belong to the same major sound class (C or V); this is conventionally termed paradigmatic strengthening.
1 Evidence of prosodically conditioned contrast enhancement has been reported from several studies. Cho (2001 Cho ( , 2004 argues that articulatory strengthening in accented and domain-boundary positions increases the phonetic clarity of speech sounds, thereby enhancing their distinctiveness. In their acoustic study of VOT as a cue to stop aspiration and voicing in Taiwanese, Hsu and Jun (1998) find evidence of contrast enhancement in greater positive VOT values for aspirated /k h / and greater negative VOT (voicing lead) for /b/ in domain-initial position, with the greatest distinction in initial position of the IP. Choi (2003) finds similar evidence of contrast enhancement in the acoustic cues to stop voicing in American English under focal accent.
On the other hand, it is possible to have prosodic strengthening without phonological contrast enhancement. For instance, if prosodic strengthening affects both members of a phonologically contrastive pair in the same way, i.e., with a uniform increase or decrease of a relevant acoustic measure, then the prosodic strengthening will not improve the distinction between the contrastive sounds, and therefore will not generally serve to enhance the phonological contrast. We will use the term uniform strengthening here to refer to such a pattern. Under uniform strengthening, an acoustic property that marks a phonological contrast may be rendered more salient overall (e.g., through longer duration or higher amplitude), but in a manner that does not increase the distinctiveness of the phonologically contrastive sounds with respect to that property. We distinguish uniform strengthening from the pattern of prosodic strengthening that results in contrast enhancement, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , which provides a schematic illustration of four possible effects of prosodic strengthening on mean values of some acoustic measure for sounds belonging to two hypothetical phonological categories, for example, voiced stop vs. voiceless stop. The chart in (a) illustrates contrast enhancement, with an increase in the acoustic measure of category 1 sounds under Accent, and a decrease in the same measure for category 2 sounds under Accent. The contrast between categories 1 and 2 is enhanced in accented positions relative to unaccented positions because the distance between the sounds in this acoustic dimension is increased. The chart in (b) illustrates uniform strengthening, because sounds from both categories are affected by Accent in the same way showing similar patterns of increase in the acoustic measure, and are not more distinct from one another (i.e., not more distant in this acoustic dimension) in accented positions relative to unaccented positions. Chart (c) presents an interesting scenario, because sounds in both categories are affected by Accent in a similar way; both undergo increases in the relevant acoustic measure, but because the increase is much larger for the category 1 sounds, the result is contrast enhancement under Accent. Thus, both pattern (a), with opposite acoustic effects for categories 1 and 2, and pattern (c), with acoustic effects in the same direction for categories 1 and 2, provide evidence of contrast enhancement. Chart (d) presents another case of asymmetric strengthening without contrast enhancement. This is similar to pattern (c), but in (d) category 2 increases more than category 1 under Accent, with the result that contrast is actually diminished under Accent. The sections below present evidence for all of these patterns, revealing uniform strengthening, contrast enhancement and even a few instances of diminished contrast under Accent.
Another pattern of prosodic strengthening effect has been noted in the literature, where strengthening serves to enhance the distinction between consonants and vowels in a way that presumably facilitates segmentation ARTICLE IN PRESS of the speech signal into a sequence of discrete sounds; this is traditionally termed syntagmatic strengthening. Under syntagmatic strengthening consonants exhibit increased constrictions while vowels have increased opening gestures (Beckman & Cohen, 2000; Beckman et al., 1992; de Jong, 1995; Fougeron & Keating, 1997; Jun, 1995 (for Korean) ; Pierrehumbert & Talkin, 1992) . In this manner consonants and vowels display increased distinctiveness relative to one another.
In our study of stop consonants in Radio News speech, we examine the acoustic properties that encode stop voicing and place of articulation to look for evidence of prosodic strengthening under accent or phrase-initial position. The speech of professional radio announcers is described as being clearer with more consistent indications of prosodic structure than non-professional read speech (Ostendorf et al., 1995) , and thus we expect to find clear indications of prosodic effects at the segmental level in this type of speech, as have been described for laboratory speech. Further, given the findings from the articulatory studies cited above that speech gestures are faster, longer and of greater magnitude in prosodically strong positions (accent, phraseinitial), we expect to find some acoustic evidence for this pattern of strengthening in Radio News speech. Specifically, we focus on the voicing and place contrasts among the set of stop consonants and look for evidence of strengthening that results in contrast enhancement. A secondary focus is on evidence for syntagmatic strengthening in the acoustic cues to stop closure and release that would serve to discriminate a stop from an adjacent vowel. The following hypotheses guide our experimental work: Hypothesis 1. Prosodic strengthening enhances the Voice contrast. The distance between voiced and voiceless stops in acoustic space will be greater in prosodically strong positions (accented, phrase-initial) than in weak positions (unaccented, phrase-medial) .
The acoustic cues to phonological voicing measured in this study are VOT, f 0 at onset of the following vowel, Closure Duration (CD), and Burst Amplitude (BA). In American English, VOT values are higher for voiceless stops and lower or near zero for voiced stops. f 0 values at the onset of the following vowel (or sonorant consonant) are lower for voiced stops and higher for voiceless stops (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Whalen, Abramson, Liskers, & Moody, 1993) . The evidence for a voicing effect on stop CD is inconsistent. Chen (1970) reports longer CD for voiceless stops in citation forms, but Luce and Charles-Luce (1985) find only sporadic evidence of a voicing effect on CD in phrase-final position, and conclude that CD fails to distinguish voicing consistently across positions and local phonetic context. Crystal and House (1988a) similarly fail to find clear evidence of a voicing effect on CD. Lisker (1957) and Port (1976 Port ( , 1979 find evidence of a CD distinction for voiced and voiceless stops, but observations are restricted to stops in intervocalic, poststress position, as in the pair rabid, rapid, where the voiceless stop has longer CD. Among these prior works, the speech materials from which our data are collected most closely resemble the read speech of the Crystal and House (1988a) study, and so our expectation for a voicing distinction on CD measures is correspondingly diminished. Finally, with respect to BA, voiced stops are typically found to have lower BA than voiceless stops (Zue, 1976) . BA differences between voiced and voiceless stops may be aerodynamically related to the length of the oral closure, along the line of reasoning put forth by Cho and Keating (2001) to account for VOT differences related to CD. Oral pressure increases with increased CD, and if the rate of release is the same for voiced and voiceless, then we may expect to observe higher BA values on the basis of longer CD with voiceless stops.
In addition to the studies cited above documenting the acoustic correlates of stop voicing, there are many studies that provide evidence for the role of these acoustic properties as cues for the perception of stop voicing. Liberman et al. (1958) and Lisker and Abramson (1967) establish the role of VOT as a cue to stop voicing in perception studies using synthesized speech stimuli. Later work by Stevens and Klatt (1974) , Summerfield and Haggard (1977) and Whalen et al. (1993) , also using synthesized speech stimuli, confirm the role of VOT as a voicing cue, and demonstrate an interaction between VOT and f 0 or F1 onset frequency. The Whalen et al. (1993) study also contributes evidence for the role of f 0 as a voicing cue, even when VOT is unambiguous, confirming earlier findings on f 0 by Haggard, Ambler, and Callow (1970) . Repp (1979) presents evidence for BA as a perceptual cue to voicing, although the effects of BA on voicing perception are found to be lesser than the effects of aspiration amplitude. Finally, Port (1976 Port ( , 1979 finds evidence for CD as a perceptual cue to stop voicing.
With each of the four voicing cues mentioned above, VOT, f 0, CD and BA, voiced and voiceless stops are distinguished by the range of values they take: high or low relative to the opposing voice category. Prosodic strengthening is expected to enhance the contrast between the voiced and voiceless categories with respect to one or more of these cues, by increasing the values of the high category, or by decreasing the values of the low category, or through both effects in combination. Thus, in prosodically strong positions, under the hypothesis of prosodic strengthening we expect to find: voiceless stops with increased VOT, f 0 , CD or BA; or voiced stops with decreased VOT, f 0 , CD or BA; or some combination of these effects.
Hypothesis 2. Prosodic strengthening enhances the Place contrast. The distance between labial, alveolar and velar stops in acoustic space will be greater in prosodically strong positions than in weak positions.
In the present study we examine multiple cues to stop place of articulation. The VOT, CD and BA measures considered above as cues to the voicing contrast have also been found to distinguish place of articulation, as follows.
VOT: LabialoAlveolaroVelar (Crystal & House, 1988a; Klatt, 1975; Plauche´& Sö nmez, 2000) .
2
BA: LabialoVelaroAlveolar, where the difference between the Labial and Velar groups occurs depending on the following vowel context (Ohde & Stevens, 1983; Plauche´& Sö nmez, 2000) .
CD: VelaroAlveolaroLabial (Luce & Charles-Luce, 1985; Umeda, 1977) , though Crystal and House (1988a) report AlveolaroLabial, Velar.
Evidence for the role of these acoustic measures as cues to the perception of stop POA is reported in Massaro and Oden (1980) and Benki (2001) for VOT; Ohde and Stevens (1983) for BA; and Tartter, Kat, Samuel, and Repp (1983) , Dorman and Raphael (1980) and Port (1976) for CD.
In prosodically strong positions, the differences between labials, alveolars and velars in these acoustic measures are expected to be bigger, through increases in the high-valued category, decreases in the low-valued category, or a combination of both. The middle-valued category may also vary with prosodic factors, but the direction of the variation is not predicted by the hypothesis of prosodic strengthening.
In addition to the energy and duration cues just mentioned, POA is also known to be encoded by the spectral envelope of the stop release burst (Blumstein & Stevens, 1979) . Labials are described as having a burst spectrum with greater peak amplitude in the lower frequency region (diffuse-falling), alveolars as having greater peak amplitude in the high frequency range (diffuse-rising), and velars as having a compact spectrum with characteristic peak amplitude in the middle frequency region. Evidence for the burst spectrum as a perceptual cue to stop POA is reported in Winitz, Scheib, and Reeds (1972) , Stevens and Blumstein (1978) , and Repp and Lin (1989) . While the work by Steven and Blumstein looks at static properties of the burst release, spectral dynamics are also found to be significant cues to stop place in the subsequent work by Kewley-Port (1983) and Lahiri, Gewirth, and Blumstein (1984) . The present study looks only at static measures of the release burst in the Radio News speech data, leaving open the possibility that further prosodic effects may exist in the spectral dynamics of the burst release.
The location of the spectral peaks is determined jointly by the dimensions of the vocal tract and the location of the constriction in the vocal tract. Prosody could affect the former, for example, through strengthening of labial gestures that effectively lengthen the vocal tract under accent, though effects of this sort have not been attributed to prosodic factors in prior work. Prosodic strengthening could also affect constriction location, in that a hyper-articulated accented stop may be more likely to reach its target constriction location compared to the unaccented stops that are produced with reduced gestures (hypo-articulated). In this scenario, there should be less variation in the spectral measures of POA for stops in prosodically strong positions compared to stops in weaker positions.
ARTICLE IN PRESS
2 In addition to these studies on VOT in American English, there are several acoustic studies on other language varieties showing that VOT values of stops vary according to POA, notably Docherty (1992) , Jessen (1998) , and Cho and Ladefoged (1999) . Docherty (1992) , in his study of VOT in British English, finds a distinction between labials and non-labials, but does not find a robust VOT difference between alveolars and velars. A similar pattern is found in Cho and Ladefoged's study of 18 languages (not including English), where significant differences are found in mean VOT values between velars and coronals (dentals and alveolars), but bilabials and coronals are not significantly different. It is notable that only the studies on American English report a reliable difference in VOT between labials and alveolars.
Hypothesis 3. Prosodic strengthening enhances the C/V segmental boundary (syntagmatic strengthening). The juncture between a consonant and an adjacent vowel as measured in the acoustic correlates of stop closure and release will be enhanced (uniformly for all stops) in prosodically strong positions compared to weak positions. This enhancement will be evident in the acoustic cues that mark consonant duration and the constriction release. Specifically, both voiced and voiceless stops in strong positions are expected to exhibit greater positive VOT and longer CD to increase the duration of the consonantal region with lower or non-periodic energy, and higher BA to more distinctly mark the juncture between the consonant and the onset of voicing for the following vowel. We do not expect any significant effects of syntagmatic strengthening on the spectral place cues; it is not evident that changes in the location or variability of spectral peaks would enhance the distinctiveness of the consonant constriction in the context of an adjacent vowel. A consonant that is produced with greater compression under prosodic strengthening may exhibit small shifts in the location of spectral peaks as the edges of the constriction advance to cover a larger area, but this shift would not necessarily increase the distinctiveness of the consonant relative to an adjacent vowel.
Another effect of syntagmatic strengthening might obtain for consonants in word-initial position, where strengthening could serve to enhance the salience of the word boundary. The current study looks only at data from stops in word-initial position, and so can not investigate the effect of strengthening at word boundary compared to word-internal stops.
Method

Corpus
The speech analyzed in this study comes from the prosodically labeled ''lab news'' portion of Boston University Radio News corpus (Ostendorf et al., 1995) . Four news stories that had been earlier broadcast were transcribed and read by professional radio news announcers in a laboratory setting, with the announcers speaking in their radio style. This portion of the corpus includes six speakers in total, out of which we analyze four here: F3A, F2B, M1B, M2B. The speaker labels ''F'' and ''M'' designate female and male speakers, the label ''A'' designates that the announcer normally reads news live, and ''B'' designates that the announcer normally pre-records and edits their stories. The speakers are reading the same four news stories, which contain a combined total of 119 sentences and 2123 words. The amount of lab news data that is prosodically labeled differs for each speaker, but consists of a total of about 300 sentences for the four speakers combined, for about 42 min of speech, sampled at 16 kHz. Note that some of the sentences in this corpus are long and include conjunctions and/or disjunctions, and may comprise several complete IPs.
The lab news speech is accompanied by word transcripts using the TIMIT set of phone labels, and a prosodic transcription based on the ToBI labeling standard (Beckman & Elam, 1997) that marks the location and tonal melody of pitch accents and phrasal boundaries, based on the labeler's integration of auditory cues with visual cues from the waveform, spectrogram and F0 track. Labeling criteria are described in detail in Beckman and Elam (1997) . As reported by Ostendorf et al. (1995) , the phone labels and segmentation were generated automatically, and the prosodic transcription was manually produced by trained labelers. Pitch accents are transcribed on the stressed syllable of a word that is perceived as prominent in the phrase and that realizes a marked F0 excursion. Seven types of pitch accents are distinguished by their F0 contour: H*, !H*, L+H*, L+!H*, L*, L*+H and H+!H*. L and H correspond to tonal targets, with an asterisk marking the tone within a complex (falling or rising) melody that is aligned with the stressed syllable, and !H indicates a downstepped high tone. Phrasal boundaries are marked with juncture labels that appear at the end of a word that is final in the phrase. Two levels of phrasal juncture are marked in the transcription: level 3 marks an intermediate phrase boundary and level 4 a full IP boundary. The juncture labels 0-2 are transcribed to mark lower levels of juncture between words that are phrase-medial, but are not considered here. The phrasal junctures are further marked with tones based on the F0 contour at the phrase edge: L-, H-or !H-for intermediate phrase junctures, and L% or H% for IP junctures. Phone and prosody labels were not subject to re-evaluation in the present study, but incorrect phone and prosody alignments were manually corrected whenever noticed.
The stop consonants from the set /p t k b d g/ were located in the dataset based on word transcriptions and were manually segmented on the basis of waveform, spectrogram and listening, using standard conventions for the location of acoustic landmarks marking the left and right edges of the stop (Crystal & House, 1982) . Each stop was coded for its lexical stress on the basis of the dictionary form, and for its accentuation (accented, unaccented) as determined by the presence or absence, respectively, of a pitch accent label on the syllable that contains the stop. Stops were also coded for prosodic position relative to the IP, the highest level juncture specified in the prosodic transcription. Phrasal encoding distinguished stops in phrase-initial position from those in phrase-medial position. Phrase-final stops were also identified, but the uneven distribution of the various stops in final position prevented comparison with initial and medial stops, and so those data are not reported here. All stop tokens are word-initial and pre-vocalic (#CV). Stops that occur in word-initial consonant clusters are not included in this study.
Since the stop tokens were collected from a speech database that was not controlled for the purpose of this experiment, the number of tokens of each stop under each prosodic condition is not equal. In particular, there were many fewer stop tokens in IP-initial position than IP-medial, which is not surprising given that an IP typically contains 4-10 words out of which only one word is in initial position. Similarly, the data were not controlled for the quality of adjacent vowels, so effects due to specific vowel contexts are not investigated here. Generally speaking, the frequency of vowels adjacent to the stop consonants studied here mirrors the overall frequency of vowels in this corpus. As an approximation of the distribution of vowels in the contexts of stop consonants, Table A1 in the Appendix gives the frequency of individual vowels (based on lexical values) following the studied stop consonants for speaker F3A, along with counts of the number of stop tokens from function words. Note that there is a high occurrence of /b/ and especially /t/ tokens due to their occurrence in high frequency function words like ''by'' and ''to''; all but four of these function word tokens are in unaccented words. The decision to include data from function word contexts was based on a preliminary analysis of data from speaker F3A that compared the results for acoustic measures between the larger data set that includes function words with a smaller data set from which function words were removed. There were no substantive differences between these two data sets in the means and distributions of acoustic measures in accented or unaccented contexts. Although significance levels and effect size values varied by small degrees, Table 1 Distribution of stop tokens for each speaker according to prosodic condition: IP-initial unaccented (IU); IP-initial accented (IA); IPmedial unaccented (MU); IP-medial accented (MA). All stop tokens occur word-initially and are followed by a vowel there were no differences in main effects, and relative effect sizes were also the same. The function word data, which are nearly all from unaccented contexts, very closely resemble the unaccented, non-function word data. Based on this finding, the results reported here include data from function word contexts. The distribution of stops in each prosodic condition for each speaker is given in Table 1 . The number of tokens that occur in IP-initial position is too few to allow a complete analysis of the acoustic cues to either voicing or place of articulation in initial position compared to medial position. For this reason we focus mainly on the prosodic effect of accent in this paper, and limit our remarks on the effect of position to observations of /t/ and /d/, for which adequate data is available.
Measurements
The stop tokens were manually labeled at acoustic landmarks for the subsequent extraction of the measurements listed below. Acoustic analysis was performed using Praat, a software application for speech analysis (Boersma & Weenink, 2006) .
VOT: VOT was measured from the first peak of the stop release burst up to the zero crossing nearest to the onset of the second formant of the following vowel. Some tokens of the voiced stops /b d g/ were produced with closure voicing, and for those tokens where closure voicing extended up to the stop release, no VOT interval was measured and the token was labeled as ''prevoiced''. The number of prevoiced stops for each speaker is presented in Section 3.3.1 along with the VOT results.
F 0 : F 0 measures at the onset of voicing following stop release where estimated from the mean duration of the first three periods, based on visual inspection of the waveform, and confirmed by observation of the vertical striations corresponding to glottal pulses in the spectrogram. This measure was compared to the f 0 value obtained using the autocorrelation method of Praat with a time step of 10 ms., and although the two measures were found to be very close, the automatic measurement sometimes failed to assign an f 0 value at voicing onset for tokens that could be successfully analyzed manually, and so the manual measurement was adopted for all tokens.
With regard to CD, for stops following a liquid or vowel (in the preceding word), the beginning of the closure interval was marked at the point where the second and higher formants end. When the preceding sound was a fricative, the left side of the CD was marked at the end of frication noise. When the preceding sound was a stop, the left side of CD was marked after the stop release, and if there was no stop release then no CD measurement was taken. The right edge of the closure interval was marked at the beginning of the stop release. Stop tokens that occur in IP-initial position are frequently preceded by a silent pause and hence were not labeled for CD, as the beginning of the closure interval was not separable from the preceding silence.
For BA, measures were based on RMS intensity measured in a 10 ms. Gaussian window was aligned at the left edge with the first peak of the burst, as visually identified on the waveform display.
Burst Spectrum: Measurements of burst spectrum were made to assess the distribution of energy in the release burst as a function of the stop place of articulation. RMS intensity was measured in three frequency bands resulting from passband filtering at frequencies of 0-1 kHz, 1-3 kHz, and 3-5 kHz, in the same 10 ms window used for the BA measurement. These measurements are referred to below as BS-low, BS-mid, and BS-hi. Along with the intensity measures for each frequency band, we also looked at two ratio measures of intensity: mid/low (1-3 kHz/0-1 kHz) and mid/high (1-3 kHz/3-5 kHz). These measurements are referred to below as BSRatio-low and BSRatio-hi, respectively. These ratios are expected to distinguish place of articulation as follows. The diffuse-falling spectrum of the labials should be distinguished by mid/low ratio values less than or equal to 1, and mid/high ratio values greater than or equal to 1. The diffuse rising spectrum of alveolars should yield the reverse, with mid/low ratios near or greater than 1, and mid/high ratios less than 1. The compact spectrum of velars with its characteristic mid frequency peak should yield comparable mid/low and mid/high ratios, both much greater than 1.
Results
The results are presented in five sections, beginning with the correlates associated with Voice and POA distinctions on IP-medial stops in Section 3.3.1. The IP-initial stops are excluded from this analysis due to the limited occurrence of some stops phrase-initially, making broad comparisons across Voice, POA or Accent groups unreliable. Section 3.3.2 presents results for the effect of Accent on VOT, f 0 , CD and BA as cues to Voice and POA for IP-medial stops, and Section 3.3.3 discusses the interaction of lexical stress and phrasal accent in the results for Voice cues for one speaker. Section 3.3.4 presents results for the effect of Accent on burst spectrum cues to POA, and Section 3.3.5 presents a limited comparison of initial and medial /t/ and /d/ for the effects of IP-position on the acoustic cues to voicing for this pair, the only stops for which there were sufficient observations in initial position to license statistical analysis.
In Section 3.3.1 the correlates of Voice and POA distinctions on phrase-medial stops are considered for the acoustic measures of VOT, f 0 , CD, BA and burst spectral energy to establish the pattern of cues used by each speaker to encode the phonological Voice and POA contrasts. The dependent acoustic measures are subject to 2-way ANOVA for each speaker individually, with the independent factors Voice (Voiced, Voiceless) and POA (Labial, Alveolar, Velar). Alongside the ANOVA results are the Partial Z 2 values for the estimates of effect size, which describe the portion of the variance accounted for by the independent factor. Z 2 values range from 0 to 1, with larger values indicating stronger effects. ANOVA is generally robust to differences in variance across groups, as long as the groups are roughly equal in size. In this study many of the groups being compared are of unequal size. Levene's test for homogeneity of variance is applied to identify cases where comparison groups have unequal variance. Those cases are subject to the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test for differences between groups and results of the Kruskal-Wallis test are also reported for cases where the ANOVA and non-parametric results differ. Post hoc analysis is performed with the Tukey and Tamhane's T2 tests for the 3-level factor of POA. The Tamhane's T2 test makes no assumption of equal variance across groups, and is used here based on the findings of Levene's test.
The results for the effect of Accent on the dependent acoustic measures for medial stops, presented in Section 3.3.2, are subject to 2-way ANOVA with the independent factors Accent and Voice first, and then Accent and POA. Section 3.3.5 similarly presents the results for the effect of IP-position on the acoustic voicing cues for /t/ and /d/, based on 2-way ANOVA with the factors Position and Voice. The Position effect is analyzed first for only unaccented /t,d/, and then for the combined accented, unaccented /t,d/ data. An analysis of the interaction of Accent and Position effects for /t,d/ is not possible due to data limitations.
Acoustic correlates of Voice and POA distinctions in IP-medial stops
Descriptive statistics are provided in Table A2 of the Appendix showing the mean and standard deviation for each of four acoustic cues to Voicing-VOT, f 0 , CD, BA-for each speaker individually. The number of missing values (resulting from inability to identify and extract the relevant acoustic measures from the signal) is also given for each acoustic measure, as an index of how robust the measure is for the given category and speaker in this speech corpus. Some of these acoustic measures also encode POA contrasts for some speakers, and Table A3a ,b of the Appendix provides descriptive statistics for the same four acoustic measures, this time grouped by POA. For all speakers there are many missing items from the two durational measures, VOT and CD. Missing VOT values usually occur with voiced stops when the speaker produces closure voicing that extends up until the release (prevoicing). In such cases there is no voiceless region to mark the left edge of the VOT. Data on the duration of closure voicing is not reported here, because for a large number of these phrasemedial tokens the beginning of the stop voicing interval could not be reliably segmented from the preceding voiced segment, a problem which is also reflected in missing CD values for those tokens. There is a lot of interspeaker variation in the production of voiced stops with closure voicing, with speaker F3A producing the greatest number. The missing CD values come mostly from tokens where the target stop is preceded by an unreleased stop, in which case the beginning of the closure interval cannot be reliably segmented from preceding context.
The results of 2-way ANOVA with the independent factors of Voice and POA are shown for each speaker in Tables 2a,b . A significant effect of Voice is seen on VOT and f 0 for each speaker. Two speakers (F3A, M2B) show a significant effect of Voice on CD and two speakers (F2B, M2B) show a significant effect on BA. High Z 2 values for the Voice effect on VOT (F3A: 14.8%; F2B: 47.6%; M1B: 45.7%; M2B: 26.1%) indicate that Voice accounts for much of the variation in VOT. A comparison of Z 2 values across the four acoustic measures shows that Voice accounts for a much greater portion of the VOT variation than it does for the variation of other acoustic measures, for all speakers. The Voice effect on BA for speaker M2B is also substantial, accounting for 19% of BA variance, but all other Voice effects remain small, at or under 10%. All speakers show significant Voice effects on at least two acoustic measures, and speaker M2B shows significant Voice effects on all four acoustic measures. When the results from 2-way ANOVA are compared with the results from the Kruskal-Wallis test for Voice groups that show unequal variance under Levene's test, only one difference emerges. The significant effect from 2-way ANOVA for speaker M2B on the acoustic measure of CD fails to reach significance under Kruskal-Wallis (X 2 (1,178) ¼ 3.737, sig. ¼ .053). Significant effects of POA are also observed in Tables 2a,b for all speakers for three of the four acoustic measures. No POA effect was observed on f 0 . Speakers differ quite a bit in the size of the POA effect on each acoustic measure. The POA effect with the greatest Z 2 value is BA for speakers F3A (35%) and F2B (30.2%), Table 3 , post-hoc tests (both Tukey-HSD and Tamhane) show significant differences at the .05 level between the POA groups for VOT: LabialoAlveolar (3 speakers) and AlveolaroVelar (3 speakers); for f 0 : LabialoVelar (3 speakers), Labial ¼ Alveolar (all speakers), Alveolar ¼ Velar (all speakers); and for CD: Alveolar ¼ VelaroLabial (all speakers). The POA grouping for BA is also significant, but variable across speakers. The main trend is LabialoAlveolar, with Velar either nondistinct from Labial (for speakers F3A, F2B), or from both Labial and Alveolar (for speaker M1B). Speaker M2B shows an unusual pattern where Labial has the highest BA value: AlveolaroVelaroLabial.
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There are relatively few significant interactions between Voice and POA, and no consistent patterns of interaction across speakers. Speaker M2B shows no interactions. For the other speakers, there are interactions for the dependent measures of VOT (M1B), f 0 (F3A, M1B), and BA (F3A, F2B), but these are all small effects based on Z 2 values, accounting for no more than 6% of the variance for the relevant acoustic measure. In all cases of a Voice Â POA interaction, there is also a main effect for either Voice or POA on the acoustic measure that is much bigger in its effect size.
A significant effect of POA on burst spectrum measures is observed on each acoustic measure for each speaker in the 1-way ANOVA results in Table 4 (descriptive statistics are shown in Table A4a ,b of the Appendix). The only difference between speakers is in the strength of the effect on the BS-mid measure, which is significant at the level of po.001 for all speakers except M2B, where the effect is only marginally significant at the level of po.05. The biggest effect of POA is on the BS-hi measure for each speaker, where POA accounts for between 50% (for M1B and M2B) and 72% (for F3A) of the variance. This finding indicates that POA has the greatest influence on energy in the upper region (3-5 kHz) of the frequency range. The effect of POA on BS-mid (in the 1-3 kHz range) is also substantial for three of the speakers (F3A, F2B, M1B), accounting for around 15-40% of the overall variance in that measure. POA effects on BS-low (in the 0-1 kHz range) are much smaller for all speakers, as is the effect on BS-mid for speaker M2B, accounting for around 10% or less of the overall variance. 3 The Kruskal-Wallis test was also applied on the basis of results from Levene's test showing unequal variance for many of the comparison groups, and showed highly significant effects of POA on all acoustic measures for all speakers with only one exception: BS-mid for speaker M2B. This measure was also the only one that was marginal under the ANOVA analysis.
The results of post-hoc analysis are shown in Table 5 . Post-hoc analysis based on Tukey-HSD and Tamhane tests reveals significant differences at the .05 level among the POA groups for BS-low: AlveolaroLabial (3 speakers) and Alveolar ¼ Velar (3 speakers); for BS-mid: LabialoAlveolar (3 speakers), with Velar either non-distinct from Alveolar (2 speakers) or non-distinct from both Alveolar and Labial (1 speaker); for BS-hi: LabialoVelaroAlveolar (all speakers); for BSRatio-low: LabialoAlveolar (all speakers), with Velar either non-distinct (3 speakers) or distinct (1 speaker) from Alveolar; for BSRatio-hi: AlveolaroVelar (all speakers), with Labial either non-distinct (2 speakers) or distinct (2 speakers) from Velar.
Effects of Accent on VOT, f 0 , CD and BA in IP-medial stops
The results of 2-way ANOVA with the independent factors of Accent and Voice are shown in Tables 6a,b. A significant effect of Accent is found on VOT and CD for all speakers. Three speakers (F3A, F2B, M1B) show a significant effect of Accent on f 0, and only speaker M1B shows a significant effect on BA. Z 2 values for the Accent effect on four acoustic measures are under 10% for all speakers, except CD for speaker F3A (16%). A comparison of Z 2 values between Accent and Voice reveals, not surprisingly, that for the VOT measure Voice accounts for a greater portion of the observed variation than Accent does, for all speakers. The Voice effect on f 0 is also greater than the Accent effect for all speakers except speaker F2B (Accent: 5.8%; 3 A reviewer suggests that the small effect size of POA on BS-low may be due to the fact that voicing is a primary source of variability on BS-low in the burst release. This hypothesis was tested and confirmed for speaker F3A through ANOVA with BS-low as the dependent variable and the independent factors Voice and POA. While both factors are significant at p o .01, the Z 2 values show a larger effect of Voice on BS-low variation (.121) than of POA (.018).
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Voice: 5.5%). The Voice effects on CD and BA are smaller than the Accent effect for all speakers except BA for speakers F2B and M2B, but most of the Voice and Accent effects remain substantially small, under 10%.
For Accent groups that show unequal variance under Levene's test, the 2-way ANOVA results are compared with results from the Kruskal-Wallis test. Most of the observed effects are significant under both tests, except VOT in speaker F2B: the significant effect from 2-way ANOVA for VOT in speaker F2B fails to reach significance under Kruskal-Wallis: X 2 (1207) ¼ 2.587, sig. ¼ .108). There is a significant interaction between Accent and Voice on VOT for all speakers. Three speakers (F3A, F2B, M1B) show a significant interaction on f 0 , two speakers (M1B, M2B) show a significant interaction on CD, and two speakers (F3A, M2B) show a significant interaction on BA.
In summary, acoustic measures of VOT, f 0 and CD show significant effects of Accent for most of the speakers, with interactions between Accent and Voice primarily for VOT and f 0 . Interaction graphs in Fig. 2 illustrate the direction and degree of change under accent for VOT, F0 and CD as voicing cues. Accent conditions are listed on the x-axis and the means of the acoustic measure are plotted on the y-axis. It is shown that Accent has a raising effect on VOT, f 0 and CD for both voiced and voiceless stops for all speakers, except for VOT in voiced stops for speaker F2B and M1B. In addition, Accent has a greater effect of increase on voiceless stops for VOT and f 0 , and on voiced stops for CD, except f0 for M2B and CD for M1B. These results suggest that while the general effect of Accent is to increase VOT, f 0 and CD for all stops, the degree of increase is often unequal for voiced and voiceless stops with the result that the voiced and voiceless categories are frequently more separated along these three acoustic dimensions under Accent.
In order to examine the effect of Accent on POA cues, 2-way ANOVA was performed for VOT, CD and BA, but not for f 0 since in Section 3.3.1 f 0 is found not to encode POA categories for any speaker. The results of 2-way ANOVA with the independent factors of Accent and POA are shown in Table 7 . A significant effect of Accent is observed on VOT and CD for all speakers. Speaker M1B shows a significant effect of Accent on BA. Z 2 values for the Accent effect remain small, near or under 10% for all speakers, except VOT for speaker F3A (24.4%). A comparison of Z 2 values between Accent and POA reveals that POA accounts for a greater There are a few sporadic significant interactions between Accent and POA. Speakers F2B and M1B show a significant interaction between Accent and POA for VOT, while an interaction effect for BA is found only with speaker F3A.
In summary, the mean acoustic measures of VOT and CD as cues to POA show significant effects of Accent for all speakers. Interaction graphs in Fig. 3 show the direction and degree of change under accent for each POA category. Accent conditions and the means of the acoustic measure are plotted on the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. Although significant interactions are present in only a few cases, the Accent effect on VOT is significantly different for labials than for velars and alveolars for two speakers, F2B and M1B, with a similar Significant results in bold. Speakers M1B and M2B. though non-significant trend for M2B. The result of this interaction is that the place distinction between labials and velars/alveolars is greater in accented tokens compared to unaccented tokens. There is no comparable enhancement of the place distinction between velars and alveolars. The Accent effect on CD, on the other hand, is more uniform across POA categories. Accordingly, the Accent effect contributes in only a very limited way to a greater separation of POA categories in acoustic space. As a measure of the effect of Accent on acoustic variability, standard deviations were compared for the acoustic measures VOT, f 0, CD and BA in Accented and Unaccented conditions. No consistent pattern of difference was found. For speaker F3A standard deviations for all four measures are greater in the Accented condition (sd A 4sd U ); F2B shows sd A 4sd U for VOT and CD, and sd U 4sd A for f 0 and BA; M1B shows sd A 4sd U for VOT, f 0, and BA, and sd U 4sd A for CD; M2B shows sd A 4sd U for VOT and CD, sd U 4sd A for BA, and sd A ¼ sd U for f 0.
The interaction between lexical stress and phrasal accent
Only lexically stressed syllables are eligible to receive phrasal accent in English. That means that the stops in the Accented condition are also in stressed syllables, whereas the Unaccented condition may include stops from both stressed and unstressed syllables. This situation calls into question the extent to which the Accent effects reported above might be attributed to lexical stress. To determine whether Accent effects are independent of stress effects on the acoustic measures of VOT, f 0, CD, and BA, statistical analyses were run again for data from one speaker, F3A, this time making a further distinction between stressed and unstressed stops in the Unaccented condition. Each stop token in speaker F3A's data was coded for lexical stress on the basis of the primary stress indicated in the dictionary entry for each word. Out of 185 Unaccented stops (in IP-medial position) 135 were unstressed, and 50 were stressed. For comparison, there were 96 stops in the ARTICLE IN PRESS Accented group for the same speaker (all of which were stressed). Two-way ANOVA was performed with the independent factors Stress/Accent and Voice and the dependent variables VOT, f 0, CD, and BA. The Stress/ Accent factor distinguishes three groups: stressed-accented, stressed-unaccented, and unstressed-unaccented, Post-hoc analysis of the effects of Stress/Accent are revealing. When stops are grouped for Voice and Stress/ Accent, the results from Tukey's test groups the unstressed-unaccented and stressed-unaccented stops together for the dependent measures of f 0 and CD, and maintains a 3-way distinction between the Stress/ Accent groups for the VOT measure. The same pattern of results holds for Tukey's test when stops are grouped for POA and Stress/Accent. Importantly, there are no results that suggest a grouping of stressed-accented and stressed-unaccented stops together, providing clear evidence that Accent effects on these measures go beyond the effects that can be attributed to lexical stress alone. This finding supports the exclusion of stress as an independent factor in the analysis of Accent effects on VOT, f 0 , CD and BA presented above, and on burst spectral measures presented in Section 3.3.4.
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Effects of Accent on burst spectra for IP-medial stops
Results of 2-way ANOVA for the effect of Accent on burst spectrum measures show that there is a significant effect of Accent only in sporadic cases (BS-low for speakers F3A and M1B; BSRatio-low for speakers F3A, F2B and M1B). In addition, there are only few significant interactions of Accent and POA across speakers (BS-low for speakers F3A and M1B; BSRatio-low for speaker M1B. Table 8 shows results of 2-way ANOVA only for BS-low and BSRatio-low, since no significant effects of Accent are found for the other burst spectrum measures. Z 2 values for the Accent effect remain small, under 6% for all speakers. A comparison of Z 2 values between Accent and POA shows that POA accounts for a much greater portion of the variation than Accent does for all cases.
For the cases where significant effects of Accent are found (BS-low for speakers F3A and M1B; BSRatio-low for speakers F3A, F2B and M1B), interaction graphs are plotted to show the direction and degree of change under accent for each POA category, as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 also shows that for BS-low, Accent has a lowering effect for labials, but a raising effect for alveolars and velars. For BSRatio-low, Accent has a lowering effect for all POAs. Overall, the acoustic distance between POA categories under the Accented condition, as measured by the burst spectrum, is not greater than under the Unaccented condition.
A comparison of standard deviations for burst spectrum measures in Accented and Unaccented conditions shows no consistent pattern of difference within or across speakers. Summarizing over all five Burst Spectrum measures for four speakers (20 cases), standard deviations are greater in the Accented condition in 11 cases (sd A 4sd U ), while sd U osd A in six cases, and sd A ¼ sd U in two cases.
Effects of IP-position on acoustic measures of Voicing for /t,d/
In order to examine the effect of IP-position on the acoustic cues to voicing for /t/ and /d/, analysis was done first for only unaccented /t, d/. Based on the results from Levene's test for equality of variance, 2-way ANOVA was performed with the independent factors of Position and Voice. There is no significant effect of Position on any of the acoustic measures (VOT, f 0 , BA or CD) for any speakers. In addition, in only a few cases is there a significant interaction between Position and Voice. Another 2-way ANOVA was performed for the combined accented, unaccented /t,d/ data, but again no significant effects of IP-position or interactions between IP-position and Voice are observed.
As a measure of variance in IP-initial and IP-medial conditions, standard deviations are compared for each acoustic measure. In general, IP-initial /t/ and /d/ have smaller standard deviations than IP-medial /t, d/, Results are shown only for those burst spectrum measures that showed a main effect of Accent.
suggesting that the articulation in IP-initial position is more precisely controlled by the speaker than in IPmedial positions.
Discussion
Acoustic correlates of Voice and POA
Our first finding in this study is that significant correlates of the Voice and POA distinctions are found in the acoustic measures of VOT, f 0 , CD, BA and burst spectrum. Speakers are indeed using these acoustic properties to encode the phonological contrasts of Voice and POA. The specific patterns of our results partially confirm those of the prior studies cited above (Section 2, Hypotheses 1 and 2) for acoustic correlates of Voice and POA. The encoding of Voice distinctions in VOT and f 0 is consistent across studies: voiceless stops have higher VOT and f 0 values than voiced stops. The pattern of CD and BA as Voice cues in our data differ from prior findings: in the data presented here CD is significantly longer in voiced stops than in voiceless for three out of four speakers, and BA is significantly lower in voiceless stops than in voiced for three speakers. While voicing effects on CD are not consistently found in earlier studies, when observed they are always in the opposite direction of our findings, with shorter CD for voiced stops. Since the speech materials are not uniform across studies, it is not possible to know which factors are responsible for the conflicting findings, although we suspect that the local stress and syllable context, which are not controlled in our study, may play a role. The pattern of BA results in our data are also puzzling, although there is little opportunity for comparison with other studies as most studies do not report on BA as a cue to stop voicing. Further research on CD and BA as Voice cues is clearly required.
As for the encoding of POA, the current results are largely consistent with prior findings for the VOT measure. We find LabialoAlveolar for three out of four speakers, and AlveolaroVelar, also for three out of four speakers. It is worth noting that the long VOT for velars in our study is consistent with the findings of Cho and Ladefoged (1999) for 18 languages. The results of CD as a cue to POA partially confirm prior findings, primarily in demonstrating that labials have longer CD than velars and alveolars, for all four speakers. BA values are significantly different by POA for all four speakers, though the patterns vary across speakers. The main pattern is LabialoAlveolar, which coincides with previous studies. Speaker M2B demonstrates an unusual pattern with AlveolaroVelaroLabial. The results for burst spectrum measures also confirm prior findings, demonstrating that the spectral envelope of the stop release burst plays a role in encoding the POA contrasts.
Overall, we observe considerable variation across speakers in the way that Voice and POA contrasts are expressed through the acoustic properties measured here. This is not in itself a surprising result, and would be expected to follow from inter-speaker variation in articulation. Even small differences in laryngeal and supralaryngeal articulation across speakers would affect many or all of the acoustic measures, which are physiologically interdependent and which collectively express the phonological category. As for voicing cues, M2B shows significant voice effects on all acoustic measures while the other speakers show significant effects only on some of the measures (F3A: VOT, f 0 and CD; F2B: VOT, f 0 and BA; M1B: VOT and f 0 ). VOT and f 0 are significant Voice cues for all speakers, but a comparison of Z 2 values across the acoustic measures for each speaker reveals that Voice accounts for a greater portion of the variation in VOT, at between 15% and 48% across speakers, than it accounts for variation in other acoustic measures. The relative strength of the VOT cue to Voicing holds for all speakers. Of the POA cues, all speakers show significant POA effects on VOT, CD, BA and burst spectrum measures, and post-hoc analyses shows that all three POA categories are distinguished. However, examination of Z 2 values shows that the POA effects on the burst spectrum measures, and on BS-hi in particular, are greater than the POA effects on the other acoustic measures. POA accounts for between 50% and 72% of the variation in BS-hi across speakers, while it accounts for only 7-28% of the variation in CD and 4-35% of the variation in BA, and even less of the variation in VOT and f 0 . From these results we conclude that POA is most effectively cued through variation in the burst spectrum measures in these data.
One notable feature of our data from radio news speech is the insufficiency of any individual acoustic property in classifying stops for either Voice or POA. For instance, although Voice conditions more variation with VOT than with any other acoustic property, for all speakers, the voiced and voiceless stops are not well separated into two groups based on VOT values alone. Rather, the distribution of VOT values of voiced and voiceless stops are overlapping to some degree for labials, alveolars and velars, for every speaker. A similar situation obtains for the separation of POA categories based on VOT, CD, BA or burst spectrum measures. No individual acoustic property serves to uniquely identify the POA category of a stop; for each acoustic measure the distributions of values for stop tokens grouped by POA are overlapping to varying degrees, for every speaker. This is not to say that the acoustic properties share equally in marking the Voice or POA contrasts. The Z 2 values reported above indicate that VOT is the measure that is the most affected by the Voice contrast and that burst spectrum measures, especially BS-hi, are the measures most affected by the POA contrast. Beyond the Z 2 values, there are also observable differences between acoustic measures in the degree to which they serve to separate the Voice or POA categories. For example, voiced and voiceless stops are generally more separated along the VOT dimension than they are along the dimensions defined by f 0 , CD or BA. Similarly, POA categories are somewhat more separated along the BS-hi dimension than along dimensions defined by BS-low, or by VOT, CD or BA. Based on such differences, we could say that VOT is a primary acoustic marker of the Voice contrast, and BS-hi is a primary acoustic marker for the expression of POA. However, this designation of an acoustic measure as primary in marking a phonological contrast must be tempered by the recognition that no acoustic measure effectively classifies stop tokens on its own, and in some cases the degree of separability between acoustic measures differs only slightly. Furthermore, the separability of tokens by Voice or by POA along any acoustic dimension varies somewhat by speaker, and there are also interactions between Voice and POA in category separation. Given the extent of overlap for Voice or POA categories along all acoustic dimensions studied here, it seems that for these data multiple acoustic cues must jointly contribute to marking the phonological Voice and POA contrasts, and it is likely that listeners integrate information from multiple acoustic cues in identifying the Voice or POA category of a given stop token. Perception studies would be required to determine the relative contribution of each acoustic measure (i.e., its contrastive status) to the identification of stops according to Voice or POA categories.
Effects of Accent on the acoustic correlates of Voice and POA
Our second important finding is that Accent has a significant effect on the mean values of VOT, f 0 , and CD as acoustic correlates of Voice, with the biggest effect on CD, where Accent accounts for between 7% and 16% of the CD variation across speakers based on Z 2 values. Accent effects for the remaining acoustic measures stand lower, accounting for between 0% and 6% of the variation in those measures across speakers. In addition, a significant interaction between Accent and Voice is found for VOT with all speakers, and for f 0 , BA and CD for some speakers. Overall, we find that Accent has a greater effect on the acoustic measures of voiceless stops for most speakers.
Accent also has an effect on POA cues. As noted above, many of the same acoustic measures that cue Voice also serve to cue POA contrasts in these data, namely VOT, CD and BA. When the data are grouped by Accent and POA factors, ANOVA results indicate again that Accent has significant effects, primarily on VOT and CD. The strength of the Accent effect under this grouping varies by acoustic measure. Based on Z 2 values, Accent accounts for between 6% and 12% of the variation in CD across speakers, and accounts for up to 24% of the variation in VOT. Accent also exhibits only a very small effect on the Burst Spectrum measures of POA, accounting for between 1% and 5% of the overall variation in those measures across speakers. Above we observed that Accent affects voiced and voiceless stops differently in many cases, but when the stops are grouped by POA, the Accent effects do not result in overall greater acoustic distinctions between phonologically contrastive POA categories, with the only notable result being the enhanced distinction between labials and non-labials in VOT under accent. For other measures, the effect of Accent appears to be uniform across POA categories, with few significant interactions. 4 Finally, we note that the effects of Accent on the individual acoustic cues for Voicing and POA vary considerably in their significance and size across speakers. In summary, the primary effect of Accent is on variation in CD as a cue to Voicing and on variation in VOT and CD as cues to POA. Lesser effects of Accent (o6%) are observed with the other acoustic measures. The inter-speaker variability in the size of Accent effects on each acoustic measure indicates that there is no uniformity in the expression of Accent through the acoustic correlates of stop Voicing or POA across speakers.
The above findings indicate that the acoustic measures considered here vary systematically both by phonological factors (Voicing and POA) and by the pragmatic factor encoded in the prosodic feature of Accent. To determine which kind of factor has the greater influence, we compare the size of the effects conditioned by each type. A comparison of Z 2 values for Voicing and Accent effects shows that for the primary Voice cue, VOT, the Voice effect is far greater than the Accent effect for all speakers. Similarly, f 0 shows a greater effect of Voice than of Accent for three speakers. These two measures are the strongest overall indicators of Voice among the acoustic measures considered here. The lesser effect of Accent on these measures suggests that the phonological function of an acoustic cue takes precedence over its pragmatic function. It is interesting to note that in these data f 0 at the stop release patterns like VOT in that its role in expressing phonological Voicing is as great or greater than its role in expressing pragmatically determined Accent, despite the fact that the vast majority of pitch accents in this corpus have an f 0 peak (marked by a H* in the ToBI labeling scheme) on the accented syllable. In other words, in the short interval following stop release, the microprosodic effect of Voice on f 0 is still evident despite the macroprosodic effect of pitch accent (though both Voice and Accent effects remain small, accounting for less the 8% of the overall variation in f 0 for all but one speaker).
Whereas the Voicing effect dominates the Accent effect for VOT and f 0 , the opposite holds for CD, where the Accent effect is greater. Indeed, the Accent effect is strongest on CD out of all the acoustic measures that encode Voice. CD (along with BA) is a weaker marker of the Voice contrast than VOT or f 0 , across speakers. The general pattern we observe is that Accent effects are strongest for acoustic measures that are weak (nonprimary) markers of a phonological contrast, and weakest for acoustic measures that are primary in marking a phonological contrast-a pattern that suggests that the phonological function takes precedence over the pragmatic function in the determination of the acoustic outcome.
Turning next to the comparison of Accent and POA effects based on Z 2 values, we find that POA effects dominate with the CD measure for all four speakers, and with the VOT and BA measures for three speakers. POA effects strongly dominate Accent effects for all burst spectrum measures for all speakers. Accent effects dominate POA effects only in two cases: VOT for speaker F3A and BA for speaker M1B; these two acoustic measures were among the weakest measures in encoding the POA contrast. This pattern is similar to the pattern observed in the comparison of Accent and Voice effects: the Accent effects are strongest on the acoustic measures that are weak markers of the phonological POA contrast, and weakest on the primary acoustic measure encoding the POA contrast.
Considering the comparison of Accent effects with both Voice and POA effects, we find that Accent effects are in general contrast preserving, since they have a lesser impact on the acoustic measures that play a primary role in marking a phonological contrast.
(footnote continued) Cole et al. (2003) . Although measurements of F2 at the onset of voicing following stop release were taken for both voiced and voiceless stops, the longer VOT of voiceless stops and Accented stops makes the results difficult to interpret. We observe a small effect of Accent in the correlation between F2-onset and F2 at midpoint of the following vowel, in a locus equation analysis. In plots of F2-onset against F2-midoint, our findings show regression lines for each POA cluster with slightly steeper slope and lower y-intercept under Accent. This pattern of results suggests greater CV coarticulation under Accent, contrary to expectations, but the interpretation is hindered by the interaction between F2 transition and VOT effects under Accent. In addition, when F2 transition data from all four speakers are considered together, there is no consistent pattern to the Accent effects on F2 transitions across speakers. The pooling of voiced and voiceless stops in our data, the uneven distribution of following vowels, and the confounding effect of long VOT under Accent very likely contribute noise to the F2 measurements. A more reliable study would examine only voiced stops, perhaps with additional data beyond what is available in the corpus studied here.
Contrast enhancement, uniform strengthening and syntagmatic strengthening effects
The Accent effect on the measures VOT, f 0 , CD and BA indicate a general pattern of prosodic strengthening, seen in the increased values of these measures under Accent for most of the stop consonants. These effects are considered here in light of experimental hypotheses regarding contrast enhancement (Hypotheses 1,2) and syntagmatic strengthening (Hypothesis 3). Considering first the effect of Accent on the acoustic correlates of Voice, the effects are found to be bigger for the voicing group with the higher values for each measure, resulting in greater separation of voicing categories under Accent. In sporadic cases such as VOT in speakers F2B and M1B, VOT values are decreased for voiced stops but increased for voiceless stops. This effect also induces more separation between voiced and voiceless categories. Going against this general trend, there is one case where the effect of Accent actually diminishes the voicing contrast, and that is for the CD measure for speaker M1B (Fig. 2) . With the exception of the one case of diminished contrast, these findings define a general pattern of contrast enhancement that supports Hypothesis 1: prosodic enhancement of the Voice contrast.
Considering next the effect of Accent on acoustic correlates of POA, for most of the acoustic measures the effects of Accent are found to be more or less uniform across different POA categories, with the result that the degree of separation between POA categories is not greatly changed under Accent-a pattern of uniform strengthening. The limited exception to this pattern was the enhanced POA distinction between labials and non-labials in VOT values under accent. In addition, Accent effects on the burst spectrum measures show that the distance between POAs is actually reduced under accent, confirming that Accent does not contribute to the enhancement of contrasting POAs. This finding is contrary to Hypothesis 2, which predicted prosodic enhancement of the POA contrast under Accent. Support for Hypothesis 2 could also come from an observation of reduced variability in the acoustic cues to POA, but there again the findings are contrary. A comparison of standard deviations in Accented and Unaccented conditions for all the acoustic cues to Voice and POA considered in this study reveals no consistent pattern of difference. In some cases variability is actually increased under Accent, though not consistently for any single acoustic measure across speakers. Our findings do not support the claim that Accented sounds are more precise or clearer.
The third hypothesis for this study was that of syntagmatic strengthening: the C/V segmental boundary may be more strongly marked in Accented CVX syllables compared to Unaccented syllables, through longer CD and VOT measures, and higher BA. The results exhibit the predicted strengthening pattern in the durational measures of CD and VOT, but do not demonstrate higher amplitude values for stop bursts in the Accented condition. The longer intervals of closure and VOT should provide stronger auditory cues to the C/V boundary, but in the absence of an effect from BA, no strong conclusions can be drawn. A further limitation is that the present study did not measure prosodic strengthening effects on vowel duration or intensity, which would presumably interact with the consonantal strengthening effects in enhancing the C/V boundary.
In summary, the Accent effects observed here reveal a general pattern of prosodic strengthening for stop consonants. The effects of Accent on the acoustic properties that encode Voice and POA are contrast preserving, in that strengthening effects do not obliterate or reduce phonological contrasts. There is some evidence of contrast enhancement under Accent for the Voice contrast, while acoustic correlates of POA show uniform strengthening with no overall enhancement of the POA contrast.
Contrary to the findings on the effect of Accent, we find no effect of IP-position on the acoustic voicing cues for unaccented /t/ and /d/, or for the combined group of accented and unaccented /t,d/ data. Comparison of standard deviations in IP-Initial and IP-medial /t, d/ for each acoustic measure shows less variability in IPinitial position, suggesting that initial consonants are produced with greater precision in their laryngeal and supralaryngeal articulations. Reduced variability of acoustic cues to phonological contrasts can be viewed as a different kind of strengthening, if the result is greater perceptual salience of those contrasts for the listener.
The absence of a main effect of IP-position on acoustic measures is surprising in light of the evidence for articulatory strengthening in IP-initial position reported in Cho (2001 Cho ( , 2005 . Cho (2001) shows evidence of domain-initial strengthening of consonants in #CV structures, corroborating the results of Fougeron and Keating (1997) , but as no acoustic data are provided, direct comparison of the present study with his findings is not possible. Cho (2005) provides both articulatory and acoustic evidence of strengthening for the vowels/a, i/ in domain-initial #CV structures, but notes that ''the boundary effect is generally more robust domain-finally than domain-initially'' (p.3876). He attributes the weaker effect of domain-initial position on vowels to the fact that target vowels were not in the absolute domain-initial position, and thus may experience a weaker effect than the domain-initial consonant. This explanation does not extend to the present study, however, because the domain-initial effect is examined for the consonants /t,d/, which are in the absolute initial position. Differences between Cho's findings and ours may be due to differences in the speech materials; his data are from single-sentence, read utterances of the sort that are typical of laboratory studies, while our data are taken from longer narratives read by professional radio news announcers.
Conclusion
This study of Radio News speech finds evidence for the strengthening of word-initial stop consonants in accented position in American English. Accent affects the acoustic properties that express the phonological Voice contrast, with the overall result that the Voice contrast is enhanced for stops in accented syllables compared to unaccented syllables. Accent also affects the acoustic cues to phonological POA, and though the effect is variable across POA groups, there is no overall pattern of enhancement of the POA contrast. The only observed enhancement of POA cues was in the increased distinction of labials from non-labials in VOT under Accent. Further, there is no evidence that Accent conditions prosodic enhancement through reduced variability of the acoustic measures that encode POA.
An interesting finding from this study is that accent effects are generally contrast-preserving. Accent effects are greatest for those acoustic properties that play a lesser role in encoding a phonological contrast, suggesting that the phonological function of an acoustic measure outweighs its pragmatic function, at least for the acoustic correlates of phonological Voice and POA contrasts examined here.
Finally, this study did not find evidence of an increased acoustic distinctiveness between phonologically contrastive stops in initial position of an Intonational Phrase compared to medial position. The kind of prosodic strengthening found for Voice and POA cues under Accent is not observed under the phraseinitial boundary condition. On the other hand, acoustic variability appears to be less in initial position suggesting that initial consonants are produced with greater precision in their laryngeal and supralaryngeal articulations, and this reduced variability can be seen as a different kind of prosodic strengthening effect. In the present study, no comparable reduction in variability is found under Accent, which indicates a fundamental difference between the acoustic effects of accent and phrasal position on segment level phonological contrasts.
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Appendix. A
The frequency of individual vowels (optional) following the studied stop consonants and the frequency of stop tokens in function and nonfunction words for speaker F3A are displayed in Table A1 . Descriptive statistics for acoustic measures of stop voicing for stops in IP-medial position, for each speaker is provided in Table A2 . Descriptive statistics for VOT, f 0 , CD and BA as measures of stop POA for stops in IP-medial position are displayed for speakers F3A and F2B in Table A3a , and for speakers M1B and M2B in Table A3b . Descriptive statistics for burst spectrum measures in IP-medial position for speakers F3A and F2B and for speakers M1B and M2B are provided in Tables A4a, and A4b, respectively. 
